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What's hard... what's difficult about change is changing. Thinking differently is
challenging, but permanently changing is painful.
Just considering different points of view, different constructs of reality... it's no easy task.
But the truth evolves. And so must we.
Back in 1944, post WW2, the Bretton Woods Conference in New Hampshire crafted a
pre-drawn master plan for the new financial system.
Gold was benevolently placed (loaned) in every sovereign central bank in the world to
rebuild it. This process completed on September 10, 1946.
A 50 year period was agreed to return said gold, plus a 5 year grace period, which
would take humanity until September 10, 2001.
Every nation in the world agreed to these terms, including the future oversight
mechanism known today as the International Monetary Fund, World Bank and Bank of
International Settlements (which was to oversee and regulate all Central Banks).
Never did this Alliance of the Allies include the internet, social media, quantum satellites
or blockchain transactional algorithms.

It was a very 3D architecture, but backed 100% by gold, and worldwide. It has since
collapsed, and we the generation dealing with cleaning up the rubble.
Therefore, 71 years later, not only is this financial system outdated ... it's extinct... and
has already been replaced by very old Asian families that function as "one dragon" each
with a specific color for their discipline or specialty.
They have also backed their new financial system (of which they control) with gold, for
all central banks, all currencies, all bonds, all markets, all trades and all current and
future transactions worldwide.
Every sovereign nation in the free world has signed onto accepting this new quantum
system with digital currencies as part of a secrete GESARA Treaty (disguised as the
2015 Paris Agreement on Climate Change).
That new financial system starts in the restored Republic of the United States of
America on October 1, 2017... which is also the start of the 2018 fiscal year in these
United States.
No more paper currency will be printed anywhere in the world unless it is accepted on
the new digital and quantum financial system.
And because the majority of western world governments is still very much reliant on the
old USD, we all must wait for the books to clear before new digital USN/TRNs are
allowed to be traded and exchanges freely--at yes at newly revalued rates based on
every nation's above and below ground natural resources.
Many feel that an early intake period to redeem old paper assets in exchange for digital
credits needs as much as two months. Some feel it's far less. And others don't believe
there will be such an early intake period and all those old system assets will just
exchange once the 2018 fiscal year begins in October.
Old money, old ideas, old beliefs will simply not function on the new financial system.
Like old computer software on new computer hardware.
Whatever needed to be converted from old to new has already occurred through
sovereign government negotiations with the Asian Dragon families.
This all happened years ago without the public' knowledge.
Similar radical transitions have occurred in military, diplomatic, banking and corporate
board circles.
That's a lot of change. It's hard to accept if you don't understand the underpinning of
what the 9/11 stacks were really about--keeping the loaned gold of the 1944 Bretton
Woods Conference... and thus global domination through economics.

This is why TDA payments will not convert to the new financial system. It's an extinct
monetary provision that has been converted through other programs and mechanisms.
Hope this let's everyone who wants to move on... move on.
God is with us

